
USC PERSONAL ESSAY PROMPT

If you chose this prompt #3 for your Common App personal statement, you might want to steer clear of this particular
USC prompt in order to avoid redundancy.

This past year, USC was ranked 21 by U. You have very limited space on the Common App to show us who
you are and what you are capable of. Choose a specific quality about yourselfâ€”maybe you love trying as
many new things as possible, for exampleâ€”and then tell a story about this that ties into how the quality is a
key component of what makes you, you. The key here is to demonstrate some sort of personal growth. With
nearly one-fifth of the undergraduate class involved in Greek life, the school encourages its students to
embrace both social and intellectual endeavors. Give yourself the opportunity to really write in your own
voice. Watch the webinar. Shocked by the torn state of the developing nations, you learned about the world
outside of your own home state. A part from its location, USC also offers students a diverse range of strong
academic programs. I suggest you start by doing a quick write for each prompt to see what comes to mind. If
not, hit up our Common App guide for more brainstorming tips! Say your first choice major is physics; your
second choice is English. Before you choose a prompt, you might want to brainstorm a few ideas for each, and
select the one you feel will allow you to say the most about you. What resources and opportunities does USC
offer that will meet your needs and guide you towards your goals? Now for the second part: why USC? If you
could teach a class on any topic, what would it be? Explain its significance to you and what steps you took or
could be taken to identify a solution. And, as always, feel free to share your questions in the comments section
below. Describe something outside of your intended academic focus about which you are interested in
learning. Dream job 5. Dream trip: What TV show will you binge watch next? Good: At USC, I would join
the Cosmic Writers club to find a community of students who, like me, are passionate about the intersection of
physics and English. We value students who, even when challenging the views of others, show them respect.
In the admissions cycle, almost 65, students vied for just 8, spots, an acceptance rate of  Favorite snack?
Prompt 5: Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal growth and a
new understanding of yourself or others. Your ultimate goal is to show that your interest in USC just like your
intellectual curiosity runs deep! Ideally, you want to demonstrate how you made the most of this time off and
why the time off was necessary.


